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Abstract
We obtain the temperature distribution due to a rotating or dithering Gaussian laser
beam on a finite body numerically by solving one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-
dimensional nonhomogeneous transient heat equation with various techniques. Our main
result is that the maximum temperature rise decreases with increasing frequency of the
rotating or dithering beam. It is also found that the maximum temperature rise behaves
asymptotically as 1/frequency in the 1D and 2D cases whereas in 3D the maximum temper-




High energy laser weapons have been evolving progressively in recent years. These
weapons deliver high-intensity beams to a target and can instantly destroy or burn it. They
may cause potential threats to Navy ships, computer networks, guided missiles, and satellites
in orbit. In order to reduce our military’s vulnerability to high energy laser weapons, one
possible countermeasure is to rotate or rock the object when it is hit by the laser beam.
Mathematically, one can treat the target as being stationary and the laser beam being roat-
ing or dithering and study the effect of temperature rise induced by a rotating or dithering
beam on a fixed object.
Both theoretical and numerical modeling of temperature distributions due to laser radi-
ation in solids have been studied intensively in the past (for example, see [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11,
12, 13, 16]). Because of practical reasons most of these studies focus on a scanning Gaussian
beam. The application of a rotating or dithering beam on the laser forming of plates was
investigated two years ago [17]. In our recent work we have provided a detailed study of the
temperature rise induced by a rotating or dithering laser beam on a semi-infinite domain
[18]. Our focus in this paper is to extend our earlier study [18] to a more realistic finite
geometry. We will investigate the relationship between the maximum temperature rise of a
stationary body and the frequency of a rotating or dithering laser beam. This relationship
equivalently predicts the maximum temperature rise of a rotating body when it is hit by a
stationary laser beam and thereby provides insight on how to tune the rotation frequency
of an object in order to keep the maximum temperature rise below the melting point of the
material.
The paper is organized as follows. The mathematical modeling of the temperature distri-
butions induced by a dithering or rotating laser beam on one-dimensional, two-dimensional
and three-dimensional finite solids are presented in Section 2. Conclusions and future work
are summarized in Section 3.
2 Mathematical modeling of a dithering laser beam on
a finite solid
We begin with the simple one-dimensional case. Suppose a laser beam moves forth and
back along a finite rod with length Lx. The two endpoints of the rod are insulated. The












where T (x, t) is the temperature rise of the rod at position x and time t, αT is the thermal
diffusivity of the rod, KT is the thermal conductivity of the rod, and q(x, t) is the energy
distribution of the moving laser beam. For a dithering laser beam as shown in Figure 1,













where xc(t) is the position of the dithering Gaussian beam, x0 is the initial position of the
laser beam, I0 is the intensity of the laser beam, r0 is the effective radius of the laser beam,
and k is a constant used for the Gaussian model. The initial condition for the temperature
rise T (x, t) is zero which reflects the assumption that initially the rod shares the same






|x=Lx = 0. (3)
These boundary conditions assume that no energy escapes into the ambient at the air/material
interface. This is a good approximation for most materials under consideration because heat
flow by conduction through the material is much larger than the heat loss by radiation or
convection at the air/material interface.
The nonhomogeneous 1-D heat equation (1) with insulating boundary conditions can be
solved numerically by the Crank-Nicolson method, Fast Fourier transform (FFT) method,
or a commerical software COMSOL based on finite element analysis. Figure 2 gives the
numerical solution of (1) obtained from these different methods at t = 1s when the rod of
unit length is made of steel AISI 4340. The solutions from various methods match each
other very well. Here we choose the parameters of the dithering laser beam as follows: I0 =
2.0e7W/m2, r0 = 0.02m, Tp = 1Hz, x0 = 0.5m, a = 0.25m. The basic material properties




= 1.19e− 5m2/s, and its melting point is 1783K.
In Figure 3 we plot the maximum temperature rise as a function of the frequency of the
dithering beam for a fixed time t = 1s. Figure 3 indicates that the maximum temperature





































Figure 1: A dithering laser beam moves along a one-dimensional finite rod.
the beam does not rotate, the maximum temperature can reach as high as 5248K. Once the
beam starts to rotate, the maximum temperature drops quickly.
To get the asymptotic behavior of the maximum temperature rise numerically, one can
apply the method of least square curve fitting . Figure 4 shows that the curve in Figure 3 can
be well approximated by a function Tmax = 881.4673/frequency−0.1315. This result implies
that at a fixed time the maximum temperature rise decays asymptotically as a reciprocal
function of the frequency of the dithering laser beam. This scaling behavior is different from
the 3-D semi-infinite case where the maximum temperature scales like 1/
√
freqency [18].
It should be pointed out that in the simulations presented here we have assumed the
insulating boundary conditions at the endpoints. It is worthwhile to study the effects of
other types of boundary conditions including convection boundary conditions and radiation
boundary conditions. We shall explore this in the future work.
Next, we move to the two-dimensional case. When a laser beam shines on a two-













f(x, y, t), 0 ≤ x ≤ Lx, 0 ≤ y ≤ Ly, (4)
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Figure 2: 1D temperature distribution along a unit steel AISI 4340 rod from various numer-
ical methods.
where the heat source f(x, y, t) due to the rotating laser beam can be expressed as























In the case that b = 0 the laser beam becomes a dithering beam. The 2-D rotating laser
beam and the finite thin film are illustrated in Figure 5 and the heat source f(x, y, t) given
in (5) is shown in Figure 6. The boundary conditions impose the insulating condition:
∂u
∂x
= 0, at x = 0 or Lx,
∂u
∂y
= 0, at y = 0 or Ly,
(6)
and the initial condition is u(x, y, 0) = 0.
Like 1-D case, one can derive analytical solution to (4) using the eigenfunction expansion
method and end up with double summation, which is computationally expensive. Other
approaches include the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method, the Crank-Nicolson method
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Figure 3: 1D maximum temperature rise of a steel AISI 4340 rod as a function of the
frequency of the dithering laser beam.
or COMSOL. To use FFT, one first needs to even extend the problem from the retangular
domain [0, Lx] × [0, Ly] to a larger domain [−Lx, Lx] × [−Ly, Ly] and then apply FFT and
its inverse to get the numerical solution. The Crank-Nicolson method and COMSOL are
straightforward.
We test the three approaches on a model problem where all the physical parameters
are taken to be one. The numerical solutions from the Crank-Nicolson method, FFT and
COMSOL all agree with each other. We give six snapshots of the temperature rise in Figure
7. The maximum temperature rise increases as time increases. The hottest spot occurs at
the place that is directly hit by the laser beam.
In Figure 8 we plot the maximum temperature rise versus the frequency of a rotating
laser beam at a fixed time (t = 1) when the thin film is made of steel. As the frequency
increases, the maximum temperature rise decreases. Again, once the laser beam starts to
rotate, significant drop of the maximum temperature rise occurs. We predict the asymptotic
behavior of this decrease in Figure 9 which indicates that the maximum temperature rise is
proportional to the reciprocal of the frequency as the frequency gets large.
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Finally, we move to the three-dimensional case where a rectangular prism is hit by a laser
















q(x, y, z, t), 0 ≤ x ≤ Lx, 0 ≤ y ≤ Ly, 0 ≤ z ≤ Lz (7)
where the heat source q(x, y, z, t) due to the rotating laser beam can be modeled as
q(x, y, z, t) = f(x, y, t)δ(z). (8)
Here f(x, y, t) is expressed in (5) and the delta function in z is based on the assumption that
all the energy is absorbed at the surface z = 0 which is hit by the beam. The boundary
conditions are insulating and the initial conditon is zero.
So far our numerical experiments have shown that COMSOL yields reliable results for
the 1-D and 2-D cases. For 3-D case, instead of using FFT or the Crank-Nicolson method,
we apply COMSOL alone to compute the temperature rise induced by a rotating laser beam.
We plot the temperature rise on a steel box induced by a rotating laser beam in Figure 11.
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Figure 5: A schematic 2-D diagram shows a rotating laser beam and the finite work piece.
In Figure 12 we show the temperature rise at different layers at time = 1s. It is observed
that heat does not spread out downward quickly and there is almost no temperature rise for
the body part that is more than 0.1m below the top surface. This is due to the fact that
the diffusivity of steel AISI 4340 is very small. For materials with larger diffusivity we do
observe that the heat spreads out fast and the temperature rise occurs in other layers below
the top surface.
The relationship between the maximum temperature rise and the frequency of the ro-
tating beam is given in Figure 14. Again, the increase of frequency of the rotating beam
causes a decrease of the maximum temperature rise. In Figure 15 the numerical results in
Figure 14 are fit by a function Tmax =
2537.5√
frequency
− 683.2 with the least square method.
The good match here implies that the maximum temperature rise behaves as 1/
√
frequency
as the frequency of the rotating beam becomes large. This is consistent with the theoretical
prediction for a semi-infinite domain [18].
Now we brifely investigate the effect of geometry on the temperature rise. The left
column of figure 16 shows the mesh and temperature rise induced by a rotating laser beam
on a cube whereas the right column shows the result on a cylinder. The cube has dimension
1m× 1m× 1m where the cylinder has radius 1/√pim and height 1m so the two solids have
the same volume and cross-section area. Figure 16 (c) and (d) show that the maximum
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Figure 6: The plot of the heat source due to a Gaussian beam.
temperature on a cylinder is 528K. Similarly, at time = 1s, the maximum temperature on
a cube is 678K and the maximum temperature on a cylinder is 628K. This observation
indicates that the temperature rise induced by a rotating laser beam on a cylinder is lower
than the one on a cube. More research need to be done to investigate the optimal geometry
for lowest temperature rise.
Figure 17 gives the temperature rise due to a dithering laser beam on a cube and cylinder,
respectively. At time = 0.5s, the maximum temperature rise on a cube is 1058K whereas it
is 1139K on a cylinder. At time = 1s, the maximum temperature rise on a cube increases to
1440K and the maximum temperature rise on a cylinder jumps to 1512K. This calculation
implies that the maximum temperature induced by a dithering beam on a cube is lower
than the one on a cylinder, which is the opposite to the case of a rotating beam. Again,
more computations are needed in order to understand the effect of geometry on maximum
temperature rise.
3 Concluding remarks
In this research we have calculated the temperature rise induced by a rotating or dithering
Gaussian laser beam for a finite body in different spatial dimensions. We have confirmed that
for a finite solid the maximum temperature rise can be reduced by increasing the frequency
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of a rotating or dithering beam. Future work will include (1) investigating the effects of
different boundary conditions; (2) studying the effects of multiple layers; (3) experimentally
determining the actual temperature distribution induced by a rotating or dithering laser
beam on different materials and comparing the measured temperature distributions to the
predicted ones.
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Figure 7: Snapshots of the temperature rise induced by a rotating Gaussian beam.
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Figure 8: The maximum temperature rise versus frequency of the rotating laser beam on a
thin steel film.
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Figure 10: A laser beam on a 3-D rectangular prism.
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Figure 11: Snapshots of the temperature rise on a steel AISI 4340 box induced by a rotating
Gaussian beam using COMSOL with period 1s.
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Figure 12: Temperature rise of a box made of steel AISI 4340 at different depth (a) z = 1
(top surface hit directly by the laser beam) (b) z = 0.99 (c) z = 0.95 (d) z = 0.90.
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Figure 13: Snapshots of the temperature rise on a steel AISI 4340 solid induced by a rotating
Gaussian beam with period 0.1s.
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Figure 14: 3D maximum temperature rise of steel AISI 4340 versus frequency of the rotating
laser beam.
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Figure 16: The mesh and temperature rise induced by a rotating laser beam on a cube (left




Figure 17: The temperature rise induced by a dithering laser beam on a cube (left column)
and a cylinder (right column).
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